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the story is pretty standard and follows the typical
fantasy plot. it begins with a good guy, hercules, on
a quest to rescue his wife and son. like most fantasy
stories the heroes stumble upon a powerful artifact.
this one is called the tablet of zeus. with it they can
communicate with the gods. this lets hercules to
contact zeus, who gives him a weapon to fight his
greatest enemy: deiphobus. deiphobus is the god of
treachery and betrayal. he is the nemesis of
hercules and the primary antagonist in this story.
the only way to beat deiphobus is to cheat.
hercules, his friends, and the gods use all the tricks
in the book. but can they beat deiphobus? i really
enjoyed the technical aspects of this movie. the
visuals are great and the action is very well-done.
there is some really nice animation in the fight
scenes. it's a funny comedy and i can easily see this
getting a rating of pg-13. so if you like funny films
with action and some light romance, you will enjoy
this one. i wanted to see a follow-up to the first film.
and i definitely liked this one. this movie picks up
right after the first one. hercules, who is now a
successful engineer, is all grown up and has many
adult responsibilities. he is married and has a son.
so he must use his powers to protect his family. this
film was a real surprise to me. i was expecting
something that was a cross between kevin sorbo's
tv show and wrath of the titans. but the producers
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chose a completely different direction for this re-
telling. aside from the shorts at the beginning we
see no monsters. nor do we see beautiful gods and
goddesses. hercules' greatest enemy in this story is
the very real (and human) threat of betrayal and
treachery. and rather than a one man- show, we see
hercules aided by a band of loyal friends who are
every bit as skilled as the demigod. the film raises
the question what is more important: what others
believe of you or what you believe about yourself
the film has a bevy of great actors including john
hurt, ian mcshane and rufus sewell and i think
dwayne johnson is perfect for the main role.
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